
Meeting occurred on 10/12/2021 at 10:00 am via TEAMS  

 

TAMFS Safety Advisory Council Meeting Minutes- 1st Quarter FY 21 

Members Present: Les Rogers, Chris Brown, Jimmy Mullis, Tim Pierson, Joshua Bluford, Matt Wright (For 
Jared Karns), Michael Easley, Jacob Donellan, Matt Ford, Kevin Matthews, Travis Pecht  

Not Present: Jarred Lemmon, Brain Pope, Rusty Smith  

Guests: Wes Moorehead, Al Davis  

 

1. Welcome Statement and Leaders Intent for the Council going forward given by Al Davis and Wes 
Moorehead. Announcement regarding appointment of the New Co-Chairs Les Rogers & Jake 
Donellan.  
 

Fire Curtains 
2. Group discussion on Fire Curtains from the previous meeting in FY 20, decision was made to 

follow up with Shawn Whitley on what the status of Fire Curtains installation on agency 
bulldozers.  
 

H2S Sensors 
3. Stated that purchasing of these sensors cand be done via local funds. Tim brought up the 2-year 

shelf life of the monitors and the need for continuing funding for replacements. The idea was 
brought to reach out to local Pipeline and Oil/Gas companies as a possible source getting these 
as free items at local events and making sure they are involved in the response to a wildfire.  
 
Chris brought up the idea of buying in bulk and then billing local accounts at a later date as 
possible cost saving measure.  
 
Jimmy mentioned that it’s important to have a set of standards for these sensors when buying 
so that the everyone in the agency has devices with similar capabilities  
 
Jake recommended the formation of a subcommittee to study the idea and create SOP’s & 
suggestions on H2S sensors. The following are on the committee: Tim Pierson, Chris Brown, 
Michael Easley 
 

New Members 
4. Jake will work with the facilities staff in East Texas to find a replacement for Alan Smith. Les 

recommend Matthew Whelan to fill the empty Taskforce Coordinator position  
 

Stop the Bleed 
5. Reviewed and provided background on the topic from the 2020 meeting. All agreed that it was 

an important program and should be taught along with CRP/First Aid. Discussion related to 



rather it should be added to AP 10.31 as a required training for staff. Major point brought up 
was that training department should make sure they have the ability to deliver before making in 
a required training. Also brought up was finding sustained source of funding for tourniquet and 
stop the bleed kits.  
 
Also need to find a way of keeping staff notified of when their CPR expires. Train Traq 
notifications could be a way. All agreed in regard to stop the bleed and CPR that notifications 
are the easy part. Having the capacity to deliver across the agency is the challenge.  
 
Minutes Approved from last Meeting  
 

New Safety Council Procedure  
 

Group reviewed the draft of the new AP for the Council. Group was good with the changes in 
regard to the new Co-Chairs and saw no need to change any other section of the policy outside 
of adding the new agency abbreviation.   
 
Jake and Les agreed to send out a memo regarding the re-vitalization of the Safety Council to 
their respective departments. And that the council is here to serve them.  A Jostle post will be 
written to by Jake.   
 
Had a discussion on what an employee should do if they observe a potential safety issue. 
General consensus was to handle and the local level, but that we shouldn’t discourage the 
contacting of members of the Safety Council or the Agency Health and Safety Officer to help 
resolve an issue.  
 
Les and Jake re-entered the need for safety briefings at all trainings or before teaching classes. 
I.E where the exits are, rally points, etc. Mentioned it’s a good habit to get into and is a way to 
lead by example, and to not fall into an everyday mentality.  
 
 
 

Open Discussion  
 

6. Jimmy brought up that Washington Co EMS has modified one of their helicopters for wildland 
firefighting and that is being made available to the local counites in the area. His staff will be 
meeting with the helicopters pilots to make sure that everyone is able to integrate operations in 
an effective manner, and what they should be aware of when we bring in aircraft. He offered to 
report back to the council on the meeting and keep us informed.  

 

7. Les mentioned the potential to purchase sensors that detect down power lines. Said he will do 
the research into cost/effectiveness. It had been brought out a while ago but was cost 
prohibited at the time.   



 
8. The involvement of the Safety Council in FLA’s was brought up. The discussion was around how 

much should they be involved, either in the production or distribution of the FLA. Matt Wright 
will work with Jared Karnes and Les on how involved this council should be.  
 

9. Doodle Poll will be sent out by Travis in the near future for the 2nd Quarter Meeting  
 

10. Adjourn at 12:15pm.  

 


